
Bitcoin vs Ethereum:
What Are The Di�erences?

What is it?

Main use

Cryptocurrency

Purchasing, store
of value

Decentralized
apps

Token

FoundedJanuary 3, 2009 July 30, 2015

FounderSatoshi Nakamoto Vitalik Buterin

Number in
circulation

~18 million ~109 million

Value$9,500 USD $180 USD

Market cap~$147 billion ~$16 billion

Issuance time10 minutes 10 - 20 seconds

Supply cap21 million total 18 million/year

AlgorithmSHA-256 ethash

MiningProof of Work Proof of Stake

New token per issuance12.5, which halves
every 210,000 blocks

5 per new block

Supply type
Inflationary

(no overall limit to how 
many can be produced)

Deflationary
(only a limited number will 

be made)

Bitcoin is a digital currency. Ethereum is a platform for smart contracts, with Ether 
being the token on it.

Though Bitcoin does now handle smart contracts, Ethereum is the market leader.

Ether is designed to fuel Ethereum, whereas Bitcoin is designed as a real-world 
money replacement.

Bitcoin was first distributed by those who mined it, while Ethereum was distributed 
by an Initial Coin Offering (ICO).

The real identity of Bitcoin’s founder is unknown, while Ethereum all has publicly 
identifiable founders.

Bitcoin is limited in how much it can be mined. Once it reaches the cap, that’s it. 
Ethereum only has a yearly cap.

Bitcoin is best mined with ASICs (dedicated hardware), while Ethereum is better 
handled by GPUs.

Developments to Bitcoin must be peer reviewed and tested, while anyone can make a 
smart contract on Ethereum.

Bitcoin uses a Proof of Work mining algorithm, which rewards miners for solving 
cryptographic puzzles. Ethereum uses Proof of Stake, which prioritizes based on 

how much coin someone holds.

Bitcoin has been around much longer and has a far larger market cap, though 
Ethereum is very popular.

Ethereum is much quicker and confirms transactions within 20 seconds, compared 
to Bitcoin’s 10 minutes.
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